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La fisica del dolce far niente, ¿Qué hace el cerebro cuando no hace nada? 
Dolce far niente's physics. What does the brain when is doing nothing? 
Dante Chialvo 
 
The mind at rest, say asleep, anesthetized or even peacefully contemplating a 
landscape does not correspond to shutdown of brain’s activity. The activity of 
the brain at rest, often referred as brain noise, shows very large spontaneous 
fluctuations as demonstrated by recent functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) studies. Despite important efforts, the statistical properties of such 
fluctuations remain largely unknown. In this work we scrutinize the physics and 
the statistical features of these fluctuations to clarify its dynamical origins.  
 
We uncover three key features which clearly differentiate brain data from naive 
expectations for random processes:  First, the variance of the fMRI mean signal 
as a function of the number of averaged voxels remains constant across a wide 
range of observed clusters sizes. Second, the anomalous behavior of the 
variance is originated by bursts of synchronized activity across regions, 
regardless of their widely different sizes.  Finally, the correlation length (i.e., the 
length at which the correlation strength between two regions vanishes) as well 
as mutual information diverges with the cluster's size considered, such that 
arbitrarily large clusters exhibit the same collective dynamics than smaller ones. 
  
The uncovered properties are known to be only exhibited by complex systems 
near a critical point, consistent with our previous reports of criticality in brain 
dynamics, and are relevant for the interpretation of the role of fluctuations and 
variability in brain function in health and disease. 
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